
Assembling Your – Desert Buildings ‘Set A’

Step 1: Build your staircase by aligning zigzag pieces on base plate (making sure this is on desired side first!). Use your

fingers to slide and align the piece’s flush and attach back piece shown.

Step 2: (Bottom) Start introducing the floor supports into their holes. Insert a peg on one side and then carefully work the

other pegs in along the brace.

Step 3: (Left) Introduce all the walls into their base slots. Glue

the walls first but do not glue into base until the end.

Step 4: Repeat this process for the smaller structures.



Step 5: Introduce wall and gate pieces as shown and insert the staircase. The top building floor includes three stacked

square pieces – a detail that also allows its easy lifting in game. The ‘well’ is constructed from stacked circles (with a slightly

larger circle on the bottom).

Notes: Always try a dry run before glueing.

Ruins may be painted to finish in your desired colours. A spray primer base coat is recommended.

Do not be alarmed if you find surplus parts. This is intentional. Laser marks may be painted, sanded or wiped away with

slightly damp cloth.



Assembling Your – Desert Buildings ‘Set B’

Step 1: Build your staircase by aligning zigzag pieces on base plate (making sure this is on desired side first!). Use your

fingers to slide and align the piece’s flush and attach back piece shown.

Step 2: (Bottom) Start introducing the floor supports into their holes.

Insert a peg on one side and then carefully work the other pegs in along

Step 3: (left and right)

Insert Buildings into bases.



Step 4: (Left): Insert staricases, doors and trap doors (if desired). Cargo boxes assembled by interlocking 6 opposite parts.

Ruins may be painted to finish in your desired colours. A spray primer base coat is recommended.

Do not be alarmed if you find surplus parts. This is intentional. Laser marks may be painted, sanded or wiped away with

slightly damp cloth.



Assembling Your – Desert Buildings ‘Set C’

Step 1: Arrange your parts ready for this build.

Step 2: (Below Right) Start introducing the floor supports into their holes. Insert a peg on one side and then carefully work

the other pegs in along

Step 3 (left): Pop out any remaining fence shapes in tall wall pieces.

Step 4: (right) Introduce wall pieces into base. Also on smaller

structure (below)

Step 5: (bottom middle) attach front wall onto smaller structure. This

will drop below the lower wall slightly.

Step 6: Take 2 supports and glue in braces aligning notches as

shown. (below left)

Step 7: (below): Insert notches of lower structure into the tower walls when



Step 8: Complete by adding doors and trap doors as desired before adding ceiling pieces.

Notes: Always try a dry run before glueing.

Ruins may be painted to finish in your desired colours.

A spray primer base coat is recommended.

Do not be alarmed if you find surplus parts. This is intentional. Laser marks may be painted, sanded or wiped away with

slightly damp cloth.


